Pressure Infusors

Features:
- Unique pressure gauge is easy to read and durable.
- Convenient IV Pole Loop Hanger is sturdy and easy to hang onto IV poles - even for short personnel.
- IV Fluid Bag Hook is durable and designed to fit all standard bags snugly.
- Durable Construction - will not rip or tear.
- Clear sleeve around bag provides a visible window to see what fluids are being pressurized.
- Palm fitted, efficient hand bulb makes inflation easy.
- Choice of stopcock valve or bulb thumbwheel valve.
- No external gauge “plunger”.

Applications
- Surgery
- Intensive Care
- Radiology, Special Procedures
- Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory
- Emergency/Trauma Department
- Labor & Delivery
- Day Surgery
- Pre-Operative Care
- Post-Operative Care

Product Number Description
#FC-ZIT-500 InfuseIT 500ml w/ Stopcock valve, 10/box
#FC-ZIT-502 InfuseIT 500ml w/ Thumbwheel valve, 10/box
#FC-ZIT-1000 InfuseIT 1000ml w/ Stopcock valve, 10/box
#FC-ZIT-1002 InfuseIT 1000ml w/ Thumbwheel valve, 10/box
#FC-ZIT-3000 InfuseIT 3000ml w/ Stopcock valve, 10/box
#FC-ZIT-3002 InfuseIT 3000ml w/ Thumbwheel valve, 10/box